[Dosimetry problems of radiotherapy with electron fields of small dimension or partially shielded].
In radiotherapy in many clinical cases it is necessary to employ electron beams of small dimensions and/or shielded in order to have shaped fields. It is well known that percentage depth dose and output depend on the energy, on the field dimensions and on the collimation system. In order to evaluate separately the influence of these factors measurements were performed with electron beams of nominal energy from 6 to 14 MeV, of a linear accelerator Philips SL/75. Measurements were performed in standard dimension phantoms and in a small perspex phantom, 3 cm diameter. The values obtained in this small phantom were compared with the ones obtained for the same diameter collimator in order to have information on effect of missing lateral scatter equilibrium. Other measurements for an applicator, open and partially shielded, were performed. The results of these measurements are shown in graphics. Data show that the percentage depth dose ionization curves at fixed energy depend on the collimator linear dimension in particular, when these dimensions are smaller than the range of secondary electrons. However it is evident the difficulty to find a correlation between linear field dimensions and the percentage depth ionization curves. In the clinical practice it is important to take into account this difficulty when employing small or irregular electron fields.